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1 Disclaimer

1. The guidelines for metering, reconciliation, and registry arrangements for secondary networks (Guidelines) have been produced to promote understanding of the issues associated with embedded networks, as well as outline participants’ obligations in situations where customers are able to switch between retailers.

2. These Guidelines do not form part of the Code. They are provided for general information only and not as legal advice, and do not establish any legal obligation in themselves.

3. Although the Electricity Authority (Authority) has taken every care in the preparation of the content of these Guidelines, the Authority offers no warranty (express or implied) as to the accuracy, completeness, or legality of that content. The Authority is not liable or responsible to any persons for direct or indirect loss or damage that may result from the action or failure to act by any person in reliance on the information paper.

4. The publishing of these Guidelines do not place any obligation on the Authority to follow any interpretation contained in them when carrying out any of its functions under the Electricity Act 1992 (Act).
2 Glossary of abbreviations and terms

- **Authority**: Electricity Authority
- **Board**: Electricity Authority Board
- **Code**: Electricity Industry Participation Code 2010
- **GXP**: Grid exit point
- **HH**: Half hour
- **ICP**: Installation control point
- **Meter**: Metering installation certified in accordance with the Code
- **MUoSA**: Model Use of System Agreement
- **NHH**: Non half hour
- **NSP**: Network supply point
- **Residual volume trader**: For the purposes of these Guidelines, the reconciliation participant that is responsible for the residual volume will be referred to as the ‘residual volume trader’.
- **RM**: Reconciliation manager
- **Trader**: Buyer from or seller to the clearing manager
- **UFE**: Unaccounted for electricity
- **UML**: Unmetered load
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Introduction

5. To ensure energy purchases and line charges are allocated equitably to participants, the reconciliation of secondary networks must fit within the Code that governs electricity trading in New Zealand. This document describes the criteria necessary to ensure that this occurs, and needs to be read in conjunction with the Code, which are binding on traders and distributors, including secondary network owners.

6. These guidelines are intended to be advisory and are not legally binding. In line with its objective to persuade and promote rather than regulate, the Electricity Authority (Authority) recommends that these Guidelines be followed.

7. These Guidelines set out requirements relating to secondary networks. If the reader is interested in establishing an embedded network, customer network, or network extension they should contact the Authority to get further information on the relevant rules and requirements.

Purpose

8. The purpose of these Guidelines is to:

   (a) assist participants to manage their obligations under the Code relating to the metering, reconciliation, and registry requirements as they pertain to secondary networks; and

   (b) assist participants with management of the appropriate allocation of line charges.
Secondary network types

9. There are many different types of networks. Distribution networks connected to Transpower’s transmission grid are referred to in the Code (and therefore this document) as local networks. These local networks enable electricity to be transported to consumers who are connected to that distribution network.

10. In addition to local networks, there are networks that are connected to other networks. These networks are termed secondary networks, and will be one of the following:
   (a) customer networks (section I);
   (b) network extensions (section II); or
   (c) embedded networks (section III).

11. The network that a secondary network is connected to is called the ‘parent’ network. This may be a local network or another secondary network, but is always the network that is closest electrically to the grid.

12. Secondary networks normally have a different owner and do have specific requirements to fit into the reconciliation and settlement process specified within the Code. Most secondary networks are extensions to a grid connected local network, however secondary networks may also be connected to another secondary network. Secondary networks may also have separate contractual arrangements to cover network operations and line charges. Appendix 2 has further explanation on network charging.

13. The Model Use of System Agreement (MUoSA) exists on the Authority’s website for participants to use. The MUoSA Interposed is a document that sets out model distribution arrangements between the retailer and the distributor. It covers commitments, payment obligations, operational requirements, and the rights of each party. This model contract presumes that the relationship with the consumer is through the retailer.

14. Where one secondary network is supplied from another secondary network the same principles and processes apply, but for simplicity these Guidelines do not specifically refer to such situations.

15. The only secondary networks that require unique network supply point (NSP) codes to be allocated are embedded networks. The connection point between a parent network and an embedded network, and/or between two embedded networks, is known as an NSP. The NSP code for the installation control points (ICP) within a network extension and the single ICP for a customer network will be the NSP of the relevant parent network.

16. There are specific requirements that must be met by:
   (a) the secondary network owner/operator;
(b) the retailers that want to supply electricity to the consumers on a secondary network;

(c) in the case of an embedded network, the residual volume trader\(^1\) at the gateway meter; and

(d) the parent network owner.

17. In order for a consumer on a customer network to switch retailers, the customer network owner and the parent network owner must agree to the arrangements. Where the conditions cannot be met for any of the reconciliation and settlement methods described, consumers connected to a customer network do not have a choice of retailer and the network will remain a customer network, i.e. as a single consumer.

18. The Electricity Industry Reform Act 1998 restricts cross involvement between an electrical lines business and an electrical supply business.\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) For the purposes of these Guidelines, the reconciliation participant that is responsible for the residual volume will be referred to as the ‘residual volume trader’.

\(^2\) Note that amendments to the Electricity Reform Act 1998 came into force on 14 October 2008, which significantly altered the previous restrictions on cross involvement between lines businesses and supply businesses.
Section I: Customer networks

19. A customer network is an electricity distribution network that is owned by someone other than the parent network owner, where consumers connected to it are not switchable and therefore have no choice of retailer. A customer network is no different from a standard ICP for the purpose of the Code, and from the perspective of a parent network.

Characteristics of a customer network

20. The principal characteristic of a customer network is that there is one ICP connected to the parent network, and the consumer associated with that ICP is responsible for billing all other consumers connected to the customer network, for their electricity consumption.

21. This occurs when one of the following is true:

   (a) the customer network owner will not allow switching; or
   
   (b) ICPs have not been allocated to individual consumer installations.

Example of a customer network

22. A typical example of a customer network is where a shopping mall owner elects to purchase all the electricity consumed throughout the mall complex from one retailer at the point of connection of the mall to the parent network. The mall owner then recovers this cost from its tenants individually in accordance with whatever arrangements may have been agreed between the mall owner and each tenant.

Conversion to other network type

23. A customer network can be converted to a network extension or an embedded network to allow customers a choice of retailer. This can occur in two ways:

   (a) for a network extension, the parent network owner, that the secondary network is connected to, must agree to manage the registry function for the ICPs; or
   
   (b) for an embedded network, the customer network owner must accept the responsibilities of an embedded network owner (see paragraph 53) and initiate the appropriate requests to comply with the registry, metering, reconciliation, and settlement obligations in the Code.

Further development

24. Additional detail defining processes relating to customer networks will be developed.
Section II: Network extensions

25. A network extension is an electricity distribution network that is owned by someone other than the parent network owner, where consumers have ICPs allocated and managed by the parent network owner, and the electricity traded is reconciled at the NSP for the parent network at the grid exit point (GXP). Consumers connected to them are switchable and therefore have a choice of retailer.

Characteristics of a network extension

26. The principal characteristics of a network extension are:
   (a) consumers have a choice of retailer; and
   (b) there is no subtractive metering process required to establish the electricity consumed by any individual consumer.

27. A network extension exists when all of the following are true:
   (a) all consumer meters are compliant with the Code;
   (b) all installations are allocated an ICP on the registry by the parent network owner;
   (c) ICPs on the network extension are managed by the parent network owner and are treated as if they were on the parent network;
   (d) any unmetered load (UML) is treated in accordance with the requirements for UML in parts 11 and 15 of the Code and the Unmetered Load Management Guidelines on the Authority’s website;
   (e) in respect of line charges, either:
      (i) the parent network owner imposes, and retailers collect, line charges in respect of each ICP on the network extension directly or through ‘GXP charges’; or
      (ii) a meter at the point of connection with the parent network (the meter is the responsibility of the network extension owner) is used for line charge purposes only, and the parent network owner charges the owner of the network extension in bulk, based on the consumption information from this meter. The network extension owner then recovers the line charges directly from the consumers, while electricity reconciliation and settlement will be via consumer metering information adjusted for losses back to the GXP. In this case, the distributor price category in the registry for the network extension ICPs must be coded as ‘ZERO’, and, unless otherwise agreed, no line charge needs to be invoiced by the retailer.

---

3 Code of practice 10.3 of schedule 10.1 of the Code.
4 Clause 11.3 of the Code.
Example of a network extension

28. A typical example of a network extension (as in (e) (i) above) is a shopping mall where the parent network owner has allocated ICPs to each tenant. Each tenant then pays their electricity retailer of choice for electricity consumed plus line charges – exactly the same as if the tenant was directly connected to the parent network.

29. An alternative example (as in (e)(ii) above) would be a shopping mall where the parent network owner has allocated ICPs to each tenant and each tenant pays their electricity retailer of choice for the electricity consumed, as above. However, in this case, the parent network owner charges the mall owner in bulk for line services to the point of connection between the parent network and mall, and the mall owner then recovers this cost from its tenants individually, in accordance with arrangements between the mall owner and each tenant.

30. In both these examples, the parent network owner will maintain all the relevant registry fields and populate the loss factor table in the registry with the appropriate loss factors to apply for each loss category code to enable the metered consumption to be adjusted for losses to an equivalent consumption at the GXP.

Further development

31. Additional detail defining processes relating to network extensions will be developed. It is suggested that the creation of ICPs and the transfer from network extension to other secondary networks are dealt with on an individual basis between the network owners and retailers where relevant.
Section III: Embedded networks

32. Part 1 of the Code defines an embedded network as:

**embedded network** means a system of lines, substations and other works used primarily for the conveyance of **electricity** between two points (point A and point B), where:

(a) point A is a **point of connection** with either a **local network** or another **embedded network**; and

(b) point B is a **point of connection** with a **consumer**, an **embedded generating station**, or both; and

(c) the **electricity** flow at point A is quantified by a **metering installation** in accordance with part 10 of the **code**

33. This means an embedded network is an electricity distribution network that is owned by someone other than the parent network owner, where consumers have ICPs allocated and managed by the embedded network owner acting as the distributor for that network (or another distributor appointed for that purpose), and the electricity traded is reconciled at the point of connection between the embedded network and the parent network, by the embedded network owner who must be certified as a reconciliation participant.

34. A feature of embedded networks, as distinct from customer networks and network extensions, is that the electricity purchases of at least one party may be determined by a subtractive process. That party would be the reconciliation participant that is responsible for the purchase of residual volume for the embedded network. Consumers with ICPs for that point of connection are switchable and therefore have a choice of retailer.

35. Embedded network owners are participants under the Code because they are ‘line owners’ as defined in the Electricity Act 1992. This means that all embedded network owners must register with the Authority as a participant and comply with all other obligations placed on participants in the Code. The Authority’s website contains further information on participant registration and becoming a participant at: [http://www.ea.govt.nz/act-code-regs/participant-register/](http://www.ea.govt.nz/act-code-regs/participant-register/).

Characteristics of an embedded network

36. The principal characteristics of an embedded network include:

(a) consumers have a choice of retailer, subject to the necessary conveyance agreement in place between the trader and the embedded network owner; and

(b) the network is not directly connected to the grid.

37. An embedded network exists when all of the following are true:
(a) all consumers, that are switchable, are allocated an ICP on the registry by the embedded network owner (or its agent), and these ICPs are managed in accordance with the Code\(^6\);

(b) the embedded network owner has had an NSP created for the point of connection between that embedded network and either:

(i) the local network; or

(ii) another embedded network.

(c) all ICPs on the embedded network refer to this NSP in the registry;

(d) the parent network owner has established loss factors for each of the NSPs connected to its network, and has included these with the loss category codes and loss factors published in the loss factor table on the registry; and

(e) the parent network owner has had an ICP identifier\(^7\) (distributor-only ICP) created for the point of connection to the embedded network. This ICP is to have a reconciliation type of LE, a price category code, and a loss category code that will represent the losses assigned by the parent network owner between the point of connection of the embedded network, and the parent NSP to that embedded network.

38. In the case that all of paragraph 37 is true, the following applies:

(a) there is a Code compliant half hour (HH) meter at the embedded network NSP;

(b) for the purposes of clearing and settlement, the embedded network owner (as a reconciliation participant), or its agent, has obtained the appropriate certification under the Code for collection and submission of information to the reconciliation manager (RM) for the NSP HH metered volumes in accordance with the Code\(^8\);

(c) the embedded network owner (as a distributor) has established loss factors for ICPs within the embedded network, has published these in the loss factor table on the registry, and populated the loss category code against each ICP within the embedded network on the registry\(^9\) and

(d) any UML is managed within the registry\(^10\).

39. One of the fundamental premises of the Rules for clearing and settlement is that metering information will be adjusted for network losses to produce equivalent metering information at the GXP. Therefore, embedded network loss factors and parent network

\(^6\) Part 11 of the Code.

\(^7\) Clause 11.3 of the Code.

\(^8\) Certification requirements can be found in rule 19 of part 15. The Information paper for reconciliation participants and distributors audit and certification requirements v2.0 can be found at http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/opdev/retail/retailaudits.

\(^9\) Loss factor and loss category maintenance can be found in rule 5 of schedule E1 of part E.

\(^10\) Rule 13 of part E and rule 2.11 of schedule E1 of part E.
loss factors will be applied by the RM to the consumption information for ICPs connected to an embedded network. The overall loss factor will be the product of the embedded network loss factor and the parent network(s) loss factor.

40. The submission files provided to the RM in respect of ICPs on the embedded network must refer to the embedded network NSP, must not be loss adjusted, and must be submitted in accordance with the Rules and the requirements of the RM.

41. The RM will apply losses to HH consumption information submitted by the embedded network owner.

42. The RM will apply losses to non half hour (NHH) consumption information submitted by the trader.

43. In order to facilitate the application of losses by the RM, the embedded network owner (as a distributor), or its agent\textsuperscript{11}, must maintain the loss category code assigned to each ICP, and populate the loss factor table on the registry.\textsuperscript{12}

**Example of an embedded network**

44. A typical example of an embedded network is a shopping mall where the embedded network owner, or its agent, has allocated ICPs to each tenant, which refer to the embedded network NSP in the registry. Each tenant pays their retailer of choice for the electricity consumed, plus line charges as imposed by the embedded network owner to cover both parent network and embedded network line charges. A further example is attached as Appendix 1 to these Guidelines. The following is a diagram of a reconciled embedded network.

\textsuperscript{11} Rule 9 of part E notes the requirements for distributors’ agents.

\textsuperscript{12} Rule 5 of schedule E1 of part E.
45. Note that an ICP identifier must also be assigned to the point of connection to the parent network (embedded network NSP). This is a distributor-only ICP with reconciliation type LE and should have a dedicated status.\(^{13}\) See Table 1 for a complete list of reconciliation types.

46. The section below summarises each party’s responsibilities for trading on an embedded network. These Guidelines are not intended to make the formation of an embedded network difficult, but to arrange equitable settlement of energy through the reconciliation process.

**Reconciliation of electricity volumes within an embedded network**

47. Embedded networks can be settled in two different manners:

(a) as differencing reconciliation; or

(b) as global reconciliation (as occurs on local networks).

\(^{13}\) Rule 2.7 of schedule E1 of part E.
48. Which method the embedded network uses, is at the discretion of the embedded network owner; however, agreement needs to be reached with a nominated certified reconciliation participant (the residual volume trader) if the embedded network is to be reconciled by difference.\textsuperscript{14}

**Differencing reconciliation**

49. Differencing reconciliation is where a subtractive process is used to determine the difference between the gateway metered load and the loss adjusted volume information of reconciliation participants trading within the embedded network. The resultant difference volume is referred to as the ‘residual load volume’. This volume is determined within the reconciliation process and is allocated to the residual volume trader.

50. Requirements for differencing reconciliation include:

   (a) the embedded network owner must create an ICP on the embedded network that is to represent the residual load. This ICP is to have a reconciliation type of ‘SB’ and indicates that the results are calculated by subtraction;

   (b) a certified reconciliation participant must have accepted the role of being the residual volume trader and will have its electricity purchases calculated based on the difference between the embedded network NSP meter consumption (unaccounted for electricity (UFE) adjusted for an allocation from the parent network), and the sum of loss adjusted ICP meters’ consumption;

   (c) one ICP (designated SB) on the embedded network (as designated by the relevant trader in its submission file) will have its volume information calculated by difference by the RM. This is the residual volume on the embedded network;

   (d) the residual volume trader is to purchase the balance load at the embedded network NSP, after independently retailed ICPs are removed in the reconciliation process from the NSP total load. The balance of the load is made up of ICPs traded by the residual volume trader, UML, loss factor accuracy, parent network UFE, and reconciliation variations by independent retailers due to forward estimates for both the initial reconciliation round, and any changes that may occur within subsequent revision reconciliations;

   (e) ICPs at all tradable points of connection must either be metered in accordance with the Rules, or have a UML process also in accordance with the Rules;\textsuperscript{15}

   (f) reconciliation participants trading on the embedded network are required to submit information in accordance with the Rules, as if they were trading on a local network;

   (g) the embedded network is not subject to balancing as described within schedule J4 of part J of the Rules. Volumes for reconciliation participant submissions are

---

\textsuperscript{14} Rule 3 of schedule J4 of part J.

\textsuperscript{15} Rule 3.1 of part D.
calculated by applying the appropriate loss factors to the submission information; and

(h) the embedded network will receive a share of any UFE assigned to the point of connection with the parent network and this will be allocated to each ICP within the embedded network including the residual volume ICP.

Global reconciliation

51. Global reconciliation occurs when all retailers are independent retailers and there is no residual volume load at the embedded network NSP. Any balance of load is allocated to all retailers as UFE, in proportion to the volume of energy traded. In this instance the embedded network is treated the same as a local network.

52. Requirements for global reconciliation include:

(a) all points of connection must have ICPs, and either be metered in accordance with the Rules, or have a UML process also in accordance with the Rules; 16

(b) all points of connection to the embedded network must have a reconciliation participant associated with that ICP before they can become active;

(c) reconciliation participants trading on the embedded network are required to submit information in accordance with the Rules as if they were trading on a local network;

(d) the embedded network is subject to balancing as described within schedule J4 of part J of the Rules; and

(e) the embedded network will receive a share of any UFE assigned by the RM to points of connection within the parent network. The RM will allocate both this UFE and any internal embedded network UFE to ICPs within the embedded network.

Embedded network owner/distributor's responsibilities

53. It is the responsibility of the embedded network owner/distributor to comply with the Rules, and:

(a) agree connection terms and conditions with the parent network owner;

(b) where the embedded network is being settled using the differencing methodology, contract a certified reconciliation participant (residual volume trader) to purchase the residual volume load for both the initial reconciliation cycle and any changes that may occur with subsequent revision cycles;

(c) meet the compliance costs of operating the embedded network. These costs include:

16 Rule 3.1 of part D.
(i) NSP metering and provision of HH gateway metering data at the embedded network NSP to the RM;

(ii) NSP establishment fees;

(iii) the provision of information to assist with UML management;

(iv) compliance with audit requirements 17, which will consist of either an audit of the embedded network owner, or provision of the audit results of the embedded network owner’s agent; and

(v) the costs of managing the registry function;

(d) at least one month before a customer network is to be converted to an embedded network, inform the retailer responsible for the ICP at the point of connection between the parent network and embedded network of the change in status (see paragraph 65 for further information);

(e) at least one month before a section of a local network or a network extension is to be converted to an embedded network inform all retailers and metering equipment owners trading on the section of the network or within the network extension and put agreements in place prior to the embedded network NSP being created 18 (see paragraph 65 for further information);

(f) if the embedded network is to be reconciled by difference:

(i) ensure that an ICP is created for residual volumes on the embedded network, which points to the embedded network NSP, has a reconciliation type SB, a meter type of UML, and a profile code of DFP 19;

(ii) ensure the relevant residual volume trader updates the ICP in the registry;

(iii) the residual volume trader must make a '0' submission within its NHH submission file to the RM, with a reconciliation type of SB in accordance with the Rules. These attributes signify that the RM calculates the residual volume for the residual ICP by difference and allocates a proportion of the embedded network share of the parent network UFE to this residual volume. The registry field section sets out the key registry attributes for the ICP;

(g) arrange for an NSP code for the embedded network for each point of connection at a different parent NSP to be created and notified to affected parties in accordance with the Rules 20. Note that where an embedded network is

17 Distributor audit requirements are under rule 10 of part E. Reconciliation participant audit requirements are under rule 19 of part J.

18 In November 2009, The Commission began reviewing part E of the Rules and has put forward a proposal to include the transfer of ICPs between NSPs owned by network owners in the Rules. Authorisation for the transfer of ICPs is via the Commission, please contact the Commission for further information.

19 Rule 5.1.4 of schedule J5 of part J.

20 Rules 8.3 and 8.4 of part E.
connected to two parent networks, this should in fact be two separate embedded networks;

(h) advise the parent network owner of the date the embedded network is to be made active and separately reconciled so that the parent network owner can decommission the old ICP and create a new distributor-only ICP with the reconciliation type of LE. This ICP may contain a reference to the decommissioned ICP to allow records to be traced;

(i) provide the parent network owner with sufficient description of the expected connections that will be part of the embedded network (e.g. street names that will form the embedded network or a commercial building name);

(j) ensure that a Rules-compliant HH meter is provided at the NSP;

(k) for the purposes of clearing and settlement, arrange for embedded network NSP HH metered volumes to be delivered to the RM each month in the prescribed format, in accordance with the Rules. If there is more than one physical meter at the NSP, the separate meter registers must be aggregated for each trading period. Note that this activity does require the embedded network owner to become a certified reconciliation participant under the Rules;

(l) maintain relevant information and advise the reconciliation participants trading within the embedded network about UML on the embedded network in accordance with the Rules;

(m) allocate ICPs to points of connection:

(i) that can be switched between retailers when the differencing reconciliation method is being used and also to the residual volume; or

(ii) for all points of connection when the global reconciliation method is being used;

(n) manage the registry functions of the embedded network, including the allocation and publication of line charges, loss factors, and loss category codes. Note that the loss factors are those that apply to the embedded network only and do not allow for losses on the parent network (which are additional and identified from the schedule of loss category codes and loss factors published by the parent network owner). The embedded network owner must disclose the relevant parent network loss factor code for the NSP (obtained either from the parent network owner or the LE ICP at the embedded network NSP) to traders on the embedded network;

21 The prescribed format can be found in the RM functional specification at http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/advisorygroups/pitteam/reconproject.

22 Rule 19 of part J of the Rules. An Information paper for reconciliation participants and distributors audit and certification requirements v2.0 can be found at http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/opdev/retail/retailaudits.

23 Schedule E1 of part E of the Rules.
(o) ensure that information is presented to the parent network owner for the calculation of line charges to the embedded network NSP; and

(p) inform and educate contractors working on the embedded network of the relevant requirements of these Guidelines.

54. Note that no supply must be connected to load unless an ICP for that load has been accepted by a retailer24.

Residual volume trader responsibilities

55. Where the embedded network is settled by the differencing methodology, it is the responsibility of the residual volume trader to:

(a) provide appropriate notifications to the RM for reconciliation of the embedded network in accordance with the Rules and the RM’s requirements;

(b) ensure that its residual volume load SB (reconciliation type) ICP is updated in the registry;

(c) note that when switching the residual volume SB ICP on an embedded network, this volume is reconciled by difference, so all the implications of historic revisions must be considered;

(d) ensure that it has an arrangement with the embedded network owner for the conveyance of electricity over the embedded network before agreeing to supply electricity on the embedded network;

(e) present information to the parent network owner for the calculation of network line charges, if required, in accordance with the arrangement with the embedded network owner;

(f) arrange for NHH residual volume submission information to be sent to the RM each month in accordance with the Rules for the embedded network, where residual load within an embedded network is represented at an ICP on the embedded network with the reconciliation type of SB;

(g) submit a 0 load value for the residual load ICP, with a reconciliation type of ‘SB’, in a NHH submission file for the initial reconciliation cycle and any subsequent revision reconciliation cycles in accordance with part J of the Rules. This will signal to the RM that this party is to be responsible for the differencing; and

(h) make arrangements for the residual load volume in accordance with the contract with the embedded network owner.

56. It is the responsibility of all reconciliation participants trading electricity within the embedded network to:

24 Rule 17 of part E of the Rules.
(a) provide appropriate notifications to the RM for reconciliation of the embedded network in accordance with the Rules and the RM’s requirements;

(b) arrange for HH metering information to be sent (by the certified reconciliation participant or its agent) to the RM each month in the prescribed format for all HH metered ICPs connected to the embedded network it supplies with electricity;

(c) arrange for NHH consumption information to be sent (by the certified reconciliation participant or its agent) to the RM each month in the prescribed format for all NHH metered ICPs connected to the embedded network it supplies with electricity;

(d) ensure that it has an arrangement with the embedded network owner for the conveyance of electricity over the embedded network before agreeing to supply electricity to any consumer on the embedded network;

(e) present information to the parent network owner for the calculation of network line charges, if required, in accordance with the arrangement with the embedded network owner;

(f) ensure that its embedded network ICPs are updated in the registry;

(g) note that when switching the residual volume ICP (reconciliation type of SB) on an embedded network, this volume is being reconciled by difference, so all the implications of historic revisions must be considered; and

(h) note that notifications, in accordance with part J of the Rules, only need to be notified to the RM for those networks where a reconciliation participant has customers. Where a reconciliation participant has a customer connected to an embedded network but has no customers connected to the parent network from which the embedded network is supplied, the RM only needs to be advised that the reconciliation participant has contracted to purchase at the NSP to the embedded network. However, if the reconciliation participant is purchasing from the clearing manager, they should submit bids at the local network GXP. Purchases from the clearing manager will also be referenced to the parent network’s GXP.

**Distributor responsibilities on the parent network**

57. The agreement between the embedded network owner and the distributor for the parent network that the embedded network is connected to is the primary agreement that will determine subsequent reconciliation participant and customer relationships.

58. The distributor for the parent network has the right to specify the technical and commercial terms and conditions of any connection to its network to enable it to properly operate its network and manage its business. In doing so, the distributor for the parent network should act reasonably and help embedded network owners through the process of establishing all the necessary agreements and relationships to facilitate competition.
59. The distributor for the parent network should allocate an ICP identifier in accordance with the Rules for the point of connection between the parent network and embedded network, and the reconciliation type for this ICP is to be LE. This ICP does not have a retailer attached to it, and so is not switchable. If the embedded network previously existed as a single customer or customer network and had an ICP allocated to it, that ICP should be decommissioned, and a new ICP created that complies with the Rules.

60. The parent network owner should populate the loss category code and loss factor table in the registry and advise the embedded network owner of these codes and loss factors. This is required:

(a) for use in the embedded network NSP submission file to the RM; and

(b) so that the embedded network owner can advise reconciliation participants with customers on the embedded network both the parent network and embedded network loss category codes applicable.

Service providers’ responsibilities

61. Service providers, as defined in the Rules are:

(a) the system operator;

(b) the market administrator;

(c) the pricing manager;

(d) the clearing manager;

(e) the RM;

(f) the registry; and

(g) anyone else appointed by the Commission Board (Board) to be a service provider.

62. All service providers must act promptly to any request from participants to help set up changes in the infrastructure or trading arrangements in accordance with the Rules.

63. The rules determining the registry as a database of record impose obligations on all participants and service providers to ensure that their own systems and interfaces are consistent with the registry.

64. In particular, the format and codes used when supplying metering and consumption information to the RM for reconciliation must be consistent with the codes used in the

---

25 Rule 1.1 of schedule E1 of part E.
26 The system operator service provider function is performed by Transpower NZ Limited.
27 The market administrator function is currently performed by the Commission.
28 The pricing manager, clearing manager, and the RM service provider functions are performed by NZX.
29 The registry service provider function is performed by Jade.
registry. For example, embedded network NSP metering information must refer to the same point of connection, network, and reconciliation type as the registry.

**Process to establish an embedded network**

65. Although the specific steps to establish an embedded network will be slightly different depending on whether the embedded network is an entirely new un-energised network or a change in status of an existing customer network or network extension, the process is very similar once the key concepts are understood.

66. For simplicity, it is assumed that an entirely new embedded network has been built and is ready for energisation. Specific differences for an existing customer network are commented on below as appropriate.

67. The following process outlines the steps that must be commenced in chronological sequence.

**Relationship with parent network**

68. The first step to establishing an embedded network is discussion of the proposal with the parent network owner and negotiating both the technical and commercial terms and conditions to connect the embedded network to the parent network. During these discussions, the parent network owner may propose preferred names and codes for the point of connection between the two networks (these preferred names and codes for the point of connection will then be approved by the RM).

**Energising an embedded network**

69. Before an embedded network can be energised:

   (a) in the case of differencing reconciliation, there should be a certified reconciliation participant willing to accept responsibility for the residual volume load (SB ICP where applicable); or

   (b) in the case of global reconciliation, all points of connection should have been allocated by the embedded network owner to retailers.

70. The certified reconciliation participant willing to accept responsibility in (a) above is the residual volume trader for the embedded network. The embedded network owner will need to reach agreement with a certified reconciliation participant to become the residual volume trader. Although this can only be negotiated when the details of the agreement with the parent network are known, it may be convenient for the embedded network owner to negotiate with the residual volume trader concurrently and a three way meeting between parent network owner, embedded network owner and residual volume trader might be the best way to finalise arrangements.

71. When there is an existing customer network being converted to an embedded network, there will already be a certified reconciliation participant responsible for the customer network. This certified reconciliation participant must be advised of the proposed change and should be given first opportunity to negotiate a deal to become the residual volume trader for the embedded network. However there is no obligation on either
party to accept a deal, unless the existing energy supply contract with the customer obliges the parties.

72. Embedded network owners need to be aware that for a certified reconciliation participant to accept responsibility as residual volume trader, it will be required to accept responsibility for payment of any residual load.30

NSP metering
73. Arrangements need to be made by the embedded network owner for the installation of a Rules compliant HH metering at the point of connection with the parent network.

Approval and certification
74. Embedded network owners have various responsibilities to fulfil within the Rules. Performing these tasks requires approval as a distributor, and, in the case of submission of NSP data, certification as a reconciliation participant, both of these from the Board.

75. In either case, the embedded network owner must:

(a) apply to the Commission for certification as a reconciliation participant31, noting that if an agent is used, the application will need to include details and authorisations of the contract between the embedded network owner and the reconciliation participant;32 and/or

(b) be audited as a distributor33, noting that if an agent is used the application would need to include details and authorisations of the contract between the embedded network owner and the distributor.34

Industry codes
76. There are several codes used in the software and systems by service providers to simplify the processing of large volumes of data. These are used separately and in combination to:

(a) define the electrical location of an ICP; and

(b) define what the data in an electronic file relates to.

Participant identifier
77. The participant identifier is a four letter code to describe the embedded network and is assigned by the Board on application from the network owner.35

30 Rule 3 of schedule J4 of part J.
31 Rule 19 of part J.
32 Application form for certification as a reconciliation participant can be found at http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/forms/. The information paper for reconciliation participants and distributors audit and certification requirements v2.0 can be found at http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/opdev/retail/retailaudits.
33 Rule 10 of part E.
34 The information paper for reconciliation participants and distributors audit and certification requirements v2.0 can be found at http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/opdev/retail/retailaudits.
ICP unique identifier
78. The ten digit code to ensure uniqueness of the ICP is created by a distributor and must contain a two digit code assigned by the Board on application from the distributor and a 3 digit checksum generated by the market administrator36.

NSP unique identifier
79. The RM is responsible for creating the NSP unique identifier between two networks. In the case of embedded networks, the embedded network owner should propose codes to the RM for the point of connection to the parent network37.

80. The NSP code, which comprises a combination of the point of connection code and the participant identifier, is used in combination to uniquely identify specific points of connection between networks.

81. All the ICPs on an embedded network refer to an NSP in the registry.

Reconciliation type
82. Reconciliation type is a code assigned to each ICP and NSP. (It was initially used by the RM to determine whether data submitted to it related to consumers connected to a local network, consumers connected to an embedded network, direct consumers, or generators). The same codes are now assigned to each ICP in the registry to help retailers identify where an ICP is and to alert them to ICPs of particular interest prior to switching.

83. The codes currently in use are GN, EN, LE, SB and SI. The codes of particular relevance and their meaning are in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Used as an NSP descriptor</th>
<th>Used as an ICP descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GN</td>
<td>Connection type for any ICP on a local network.</td>
<td>ICP on a local network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>Connection type for any ICP within an embedded network.</td>
<td>ICP on an embedded network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>ICP on the embedded network that represents the residual volume load on the embedded network (if it is being reconciled by difference). The retailer attributed to this ICP is the residual volume trader on the embedded network.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distributor-only ICPs

35 Rule 20 of part J.
36 Rule 1.1 of part E.
37 Rule 8.1 of schedule E1 of part E.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Used as an NSP descriptor</th>
<th>Used as an ICP descriptor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>ICP at the point of connection between a parent network and embedded network. It is not a normal switchable entity and is a distributor-only ICP on the parent network side of the NSP. It does contain the loss category code that identifies the loss factors within the registry loss factor table for the embedded network losses on the parent network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>ICP on a local or embedded network that represents the point of connection for shared unmetered load.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Create an ICP at the NSP to the embedded network

84. Once the codes have been allocated by the relevant parties, the parent network owner must create a distributor-only ICP at the point of connection between the parent network and the embedded network if one does not already exist and populate it in the registry\textsuperscript{38}. The ICP must refer to the parent NSP code and must be reconciliation type LE in the registry.

85. In the case of an existing customer network, an ICP will already exist but this is a switchable ICP. This ICP should be decommissioned and a new ICP created with a reconciliation type of LE by the parent network owner. This is a distributor-only ICP, is not switchable, and does not contain a reconciliation participant code for buying and selling electricity.

Arrange for reconciliation

86. When the NSP metering has been commissioned, and either:

   (a) a certified reconciliation participant has accepted responsibility as residual volume trader for the embedded network (if it is to be reconciled by difference); or
   
   (b) all active points of connection have reconciliation participants attached to them (if it is being globally reconciled);

The embedded network owner, or its agent, must advise the RM of the details of the new network and arrange for it to be reconciled from the date of connection (or the date of conversion to an embedded network if it was previously a customer network). Note that retailers who have not notified the RM that they are trading at a point of connection to the grid on the parent network are required to give the RM not less than 5 business day’s notice of intention to trade at a point of connection to the grid.

Establish embedded network ICPs

87. Once all of the above has been completed, the embedded network owner can allocate ICPs to all contestable consumers and populate the registry with them. Concurrently, it must populate the loss factors applicable to each loss category code (including the parent network loss category code for the embedded network NSP) within the registry loss factor table and publish the line charges for each price category code.

88. The transfer of these ICPs to the embedded network NSP from the local network NSP is a process that must be authorised by the Commission\textsuperscript{39}.

Registry fields for the mandatory gateway ICP

89. The registry fields, and information regarding the population of these fields by the parent network owner for the mandatory gateway ICP (‘LE’ ICP) are:

   (a) Point of connection – the code for the point of connection of the parent network;

\textsuperscript{38} In accordance with schedule E1 of part E.

\textsuperscript{39} Contact the Commission for further information via retailoperations@electricitycommission.govt.nz.
(b) Network code – the code assigned to the participant that owns the parent network at the time the request is made;

(c) Reconciliation type – LE;

(d) Status – inactive;

(e) Status reason code – 05 (reconciled elsewhere);

(f) Distributor price category – parent network price category code as applicable to the gateway ICP;

(g) Distributor loss code – parent network loss factor code as applicable to the gateway ICP;

(h) Flow direction – if the ICP is a generator, generator and consumer or consumer only; and

(i) Dedicated ICP status.

**Registry fields for the optional residual volume load ICP**

90. The registry fields, and information regarding the population of these fields, for the optional residual volume load ICP (‘SB’ ICP) are:

(a) By the embedded network owner:

   (i) Point of connection – embedded network point of connection;
   
   (ii) Network code – the embedded network owner participant identifier;
   
   (iii) Reconciliation type – SB;
   
   (iv) Status – inactive;
   
   (v) Status reason code – 05 (reconciled elsewhere);
   
   (vi) Distributor price category – ‘zero’;
   
   (vii) Distributor loss code – no code is applicable;
   
   (viii) Dedicated NSP – Y; and
   
   (ix) Installation type – as applicable.

(b) By the residual volume trader:

   (i) Metering type – UNM;
   
   (ii) Profile – DFP;
   
   (iii) Unmetered kWh/day – ENG; and
   
   (iv) Reconciliation participant – the embedded network residual volume trader participant identifier.
Sources of information

91. Summary of sources contained in these Guidelines:


(b) Participant registration: [http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/rulesandregs/req](http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/rulesandregs/req);

(c) Registry information: [http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/opdev/retail/registry](http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/opdev/retail/registry);

(d) Reconciliation participant certification and audit requirements: [http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/opdev/retail/retailaudits](http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/opdev/retail/retailaudits);

(e) Reconciliation manager website: [https://electricityreconciliation.co.nz/page/home](https://electricityreconciliation.co.nz/page/home);

(f) Unmetered load management guidelines: [http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/advisorygroups/pjtteam/reconproject](http://www.electricitycommission.govt.nz/advisorygroups/pjtteam/reconproject);


92. If you require further assistance, please contact the retail operations team:

C/o Electricity Commission
PO Box 10041
Wellington

Attention: Retail operations team

Telephone: 04 460 8860
Fax: 04 460 8879
Email: retailoperations@electricitycommission.govt.nz
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Embedded network example

1. One example of an embedded network that is reconciled by difference is a shopping mall known as Sylvia Park owned by Kiwi Income Property Trust in Auckland and embedded within Vector’s local network. The details are:

   (a) The NSP for the ICP on the parent network is PEN0221 VECT and all the ICPs associated with this NSP are reconciliation type GN.

   (b) The NSP for the ICPs on the embedded network is SYL0112 KIPT and all ICPs connected to the embedded network are reconciliation type EN.

   (c) This particular embedded network was created for the mall but prior to that was an existing ICP customer within the Vector network.

   (d) For the embedded network:

      (i) the embedded network owner must either itself, or obtain the services of a certified reconciliation participant to, present half hour (HH) NSP metering information to the reconciliation manager (RM) each month in the prescribed format (prescribed formats are available from the RM);

      (ii) independent reconciliation participants trading within the embedded network must be certified as reconciliation participants to present HH and NHH consumption information to the RM each month in the prescribed format (available from the RM) for all ICPs connected to the embedded network that they supply with electricity; and

      (iii) the residual volume trader must be certified as reconciliation participant to present NHH metering information to the RM each month in the prescribed format (available from the RM) for the residual volume ICP connected to the embedded network.

   (e) For the purposes of settlement in this example, all volumes are reconciled at the GXP, PEN0221 VECT (i.e. at the grid exit point). However, the files submitted to the RM in respect of ICPs on the embedded network must be non loss adjusted and referenced to the embedded network NSP SYL0112 KIPT. Both HH and NHH consumption information submitted will have losses applicable to networks applied by the RM.

   (f) Currently the RM provides reconciliation information to entitled parties referenced to the grid exit point PEN0221 VECT. However, it can also provide reconciliation information referenced to the embedded network NSP SYL0112 KIPT upon request.

2. A diagram of the embedded network example is presented below.
Reconciliation of the embedded network

93. Meridian submits files for consumers connected to the embedded network supplied through NSP SYL0112 KIPT for 12 units, and the RM calculates:

Consumption at PEN0221 VECT = 12*1.07*1.02 = 13.0968 units

94. Genesis submits a file for consumers connected to the local network supplied through NSP PEN0221 VECT for 10 units and the RM calculates:

Consumption at PEN0221 VECT = 10*1.02 = 10.2 units

95. Kiwi Income Property Trust as embedded network owner submits the file for NSP SYL0112 KIPT for 20 units and the RM calculates.

Consumption at PEN0221 VECT = 20*1.02 = 20.4 units
96. UFE of 5 units is allocated to the point of connection by the RM as part of the parent network’s global settlement.

97. Purchase by GENE at PEN0221 VECT is then:

\[
\text{GENE at PEN0221 VECT} = 10.2 + (20.4 - 13.0968) + 5 = 23.5032 \text{ units}
\]

98. In the above example, Genesis is both an independent reconciliation participant on Vector’s local network and the residual volume traders on Kiwi Income Property Trust’s embedded network. The total purchases are both combined in the buyer files produced by the RM.
Line charges

1. Settlement for energy purchases is different to settlement for line charges, and may also be at different settlement points on a network. Line charges are external to the Rules and can take a number of different forms.

99. These guidelines are not intended to specify how line charges can be applied, but to explain two of the more common methods, and alert participants to the risk of double counting of line charges on embedded networks.

100. There are two common forms of calculating charges for parent networks:

   (a) ICP Pricing: Metering information recorded at each ICP is used to calculate the line charges; and

   (b) GXP Pricing: Reconciliation information at the GXP is used to calculate the line charges for the aggregated customers.

101. The key for parent network charges based on GXP pricing is for retailers to ensure before operating on an embedded network that the correct arrangements are in place with the party calculating the line company’s information used for charging, so that there is no double charging for the same service.
## Attributes of secondary networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Responsibility</th>
<th>Customer network</th>
<th>Network extension</th>
<th>Embedded network (differencing)</th>
<th>Embedded network (global)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connected to parent network</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent network agrees to manage registry functions on behalf of secondary network</td>
<td>Parent network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network owner allows trade on network</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of system agreement with network owner</td>
<td>Reconciliation participant</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All internal points of consumption have installation control point (ICP) numbers</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal points of consumption metered or treated as unmetered supplies</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All switchable internal points of consumption have ICP numbers</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSP created</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half hourly compliant NSP meter</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network owner has arrangement with a trader to accept residual volume</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded network owner is certified reconciliation participant for submission of NSP volumes to the RM</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual volume arrangements</td>
<td>Secondary network owner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>